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Abstract—The pandemic/epidemic of COVID-19 has affected
people worldwide. A huge number of lives succumbed to death
due to the sudden outbreak of this corona virus infection. The
specified symptoms of COVID-19 detection are very common
like normal flu; asymptomatic version of COVID-19 has become
a critical issue. Therefore, as a precautionary measurement, the
oxygen level needs to be monitored by every individual if no
other critical condition is found. It is not the only parameter
for COVID-19 detection but, as per the suggestions by different
medical organizations such as the World Health Organization,
it is better to use oximeter to monitor the oxygen level in prob-
able patients as a precaution. People are using the oximeters
personally; however, not having any clue or guidance regarding
the measurements obtained. Therefore, in this article, we have
shown a framework of oxygen level monitoring and severity cal-
culation and probabilistic decision of being a COVID-19 patient.
This framework is also able to maintain the privacy of patient
information and uses probabilistic classification to measure the
severity. Results are measured based on latency of blockchain cre-
ation and overall response, throughput, detection, and severity
accuracy. The analysis finds the solution efficient and significant
in the Internet of Things framework for the present health hazard
in our world.

Index Terms—Covid, fog, healthcare, Internet, Internet of
Things (IoT), medical, monitoring, privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE PRESENT world is facing one of the most devastating
pandemics of the years known as COVID-19. As per

the World Health Organization (WHO) report, more than 150
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million of people are infected by the deadly corona virus with
a death toll of more than 3.2 million [1]. The second wave of
this pandemic is also in existence. Almost all the countries of
the world are suffering from this virus infection. The major
symptoms researched for this infection include fever, sore
throat, dry cough, and other respiratory trouble. Apart from
these intense symptoms, the mutated viruses are also developing
the mild symptoms with less oxygen saturation, tiredness, and
others that are very common in daily lives due to other health
issues. Furthermore, the asymptomatic patients are very crucial
to be diagnosed or detected at the early stage leading to the
failure of the required medical help [2]. Therefore, doctors
are recommending every individual to monitor their oxygen
saturation measurements on daily basis and any deviation from
the standards can be reported for medical help even though other
COVID-19 symptoms are not existing [3], [4]. It is true that
oximeter reading is not the screening process for COVID-19
but, it helps for early detection and precaution measures. With
this connection, people are having their oximeters; however,
the obtained measurements are not properly analyzed, and
sometimes they do not try to convey the measurements to the
medical team out of fear and/or lack of awareness. This leads
to the critical problem in the present situation to detect the
COVID-19 patients in advance of time. As a result, countries
are counting on the increased number of deaths.

The Internet of Things (IoT) has shown its potentials in
healthcare systems [5]. However, in the present situation of
the pandemic, the applicability of the IoT infrastructure is less
identified due to the pandemic’s sudden exploration. Though
various wireless oximeters, fitness bands are available in mar-
ket but, their significant usage for the pandemic situation is
missing. Therefore, a system is urged to be developed so
that the medical team can direct the asymptomatic patients
or detect them properly. An observation of the oxygen level
in blood is to be monitored and analyzed probabilistically
to analyze the COVID-19 infection. Thus, the proper isola-
tion or medical facilities can be provided to the patients on
time. Along with this medical help, privacy issues are also
important [6]. Many incidents have been observed during this
COVID-19 pandemic that affects the social networking of the
patients leading to depression and other psychological prob-
lems [7]–[9]. Therefore, in this present work, we address the
above problems and provide a solution with an IoT and fog
computing framework. The framework provides a probabilis-
tic classification for patients’ severity based on the oximeter
values. The severity is calculated based on this probability to
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avoid fatal deaths. The novelty of the our presented solution
are: 1) the framework monitors the oxygen saturation in blood
as a critical factor of COVID-19 severity symptom; 2) it uses
the IoT-fog framework and blockchain for transmission and
analysis of the measurements; 3) probabilistic classification
of severity is implemented; and 4) privacy of the patients are
ensured, only the authorized health center can access patients’
location for medical help.

We have organized the remainder of the article as follows.
Section II discusses some developments for the COVID-19 envi-
ronment. These developments majorly analyzes the e-healthcare
perspectives and machine-deep learning-based image analysis
for COVID-19 detection. Section III shows the proposed system,
including the network model used for the solution, preliminar-
ies used for the understanding of the system, and blockchain
approach. Section IV analyzes the performance of the solution.
We conclude this article in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

COVID-19 is also considered as a novel coronavirus infec-
tion and, therefore, it can be called zero-day vulnerability for
human health. In this section, we review the existing liter-
ature in two halves. The first half deals with the existing
e-healthcare developments and frameworks; the second half
shows the existing computing research status on COVID-19.

A monitoring system in e-healthcare with geo-distribution
clouds is shown in recent past [10]. It ensures minimum ser-
vice delay and privacy preservation. Traffic analysis problem
is reduced by transforming the health information data into
nonhealth information data. A nonlinear dynamic model for
interpreting the spatial and temporal dynamics of epidemics
is researched significantly [11]. It is based on the susceptible-
infected-removed (SIR) type. The problem is formulated with
a Bayesian framework and is estimated using the probabil-
ity hypothesis density (PHD) filter. Daily patient monitoring
reports are available for prediction. Early prediction of the
epidemic in terms of peak and duration can be predicted with
the known model parameters. Facial surface electromyogram-
based pain monitoring tool also has been proved significant
in e-healthcare [12]. This is based on the IoT-cloud frame-
work and depends on a face mask that works as a sensor
node. The applicability of the IoT framework in healthcare
and patient monitoring is researched significantly [13]. Some
of the IoT-based solutions for the remote patient monitoring
purpose are worth mentioning here [14]–[16]. In the same
direction, the energy efficiency in IoT-based patient moni-
toring activity has been also triggered [17]. A recent study
in this direction shows the application of artificial intelli-
gence techniques in IoT for patient assistance and care [18].
It uses an iterative golden section-optimized deep belief neu-
ral network (IGDBN). A data mining-based monitoring system
with the IoT framework for cardiac arrhythmia patients is well
researched recently [19]. The observation that has been con-
cluded for these literature is that the IoT-fog-cloud framework
has been well utilized in e-healthcare but precisely emphasis
has been provided for patient monitoring functions. However,
the prediction model in IoT for e-healthcare is less researched.

When we talk about the healthcare data or patient data, pri-
vacy is an important factor. An exhaustive survey for security
and privacy issues in healthcare is discussed recently [20].
A blockchain-based security solution for e-healthcare records
storage and maintenance shows the feasibility of blockchain
implications in this direction [21]. Some other privacy-
preserving developments are shown in [22] and [23].
The former uses a identity-based verifiable storage system
for healthcare and the latter uses electrocardiogram-based
authentication.

As COVID-19 pandemic has affected the global health,
technological frameworks, and infrastructures are also in the
continuous research mode to enhance the monitoring, detec-
tion, and other functionalities related to COVID-19. In this
direction, comprehensive surveys and discussions are available
that show the importance of IoT and blockchain applica-
tions in the COVID-19 situation [24], [25]. The efficiency
of the SIR model in [11] has been enhanced by the appli-
cation of the SIER model in [26]. This model is based on
the ordinary differential equation. As the COVID-19 infection
is related with respiratory syndromes, the chest X-rays are
the important factor for detecting this disease. Taxonomical
understanding, systematic survey, and applicability of arti-
ficial intelligence techniques help us about the knowledge
base for the ongoing work in this domain [27]. Some of
such applications are significantly contributory. For exam-
ple, CoroNet [28], nCOVnet [29], and CovXNet [30]. Some
other methods include the deep learning methods [31]–[35].
One method for disease spreading monitoring is researched
using point-of-care diagnostics and the IoT framework [36].
A detection method for COVID-19 patients with the hybrid
feature selection and enhanced KNN classifier is a significant
contribution [37]. The other detection techniques are summa-
rized in [38]. The discussion regarding IoT-based COVID-19
research clearly shows that the detection process with chest
X-ray images are more operational, whereas the other fac-
tors, such as prediction models, predictive patient isolation,
and the blockchain feasibilities are less studied. Moreover,
apart from the chest X-rays the other symptoms are in concern
for COVID-19. The shortness of breathing is another criti-
cal observation [39]. Therefore, oxygen-saturation is required
to be monitored for early prediction of COVID-19 patients
for rapid diagnosis, which is missing in the existing litera-
ture. Trouble in breathing can also occur for plenty of other
reasons such as smoking, cough, asthma etc.; therefore, a
proper analysis of oxygen-saturation trend can be helpful for
the prediction process. To address this issue and enhance
the COVID-19 analysis process, the present work shows a
prediction model of oxygen-level monitoring through IoT
infrastructure and blockchain-based implications. The major
contributions are: 1) the present work considers the oxygen-
saturation levels with oximeters available with individual for
predicting COVID-19 suspicious cases; 2) the framework uses
IoT as an infrastructure with fog computing and blockchain
applications for analysis the recorded data for prediction with
the assurance of required security and privacy of the patient
data; and 3) the intuitive results promises and proves to be ben-
eficial for detecting the COVID-19 cases in early prediction
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Fig. 1. Proposed framework of the solution.

and moving toward further medical assistance and isolation
process.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The present work in this article is motivated from our
previous works as mentioned in [40]. The framework uses
oximeters and mobile devices in the perception layer. The
oximeters read the oxygen saturation in the human body
and passes the data to the mobile devices either manually
(manual application for recording the oxygen parameter) or
wirelessly (Bluetooth-based oximeters). After receiving the
readings, the fog computing along with its general functions
uses the COVID-engine. The main function of the engine,
named CoVEn, uses the probabilistic classification of oximeter
readings and calculate the severity levels. It also generates alert
for severity levels accordingly for the users and the nearby
healthcare officials. The later phase is beyond the scope of
the present work and has been considered for future exten-
sion. One thing needs to be assumed here; the presented work
considers that the health centers are connected in peer-to-peer
(P2P) basis to utilize the blockchain provisions. More specif-
ically, a consortium blockchain among the health centers are
used here. We show the overall framework of the proposed
solution in Fig. 1.

A. Network Model

The network model considered here is hybrid in nature. It
means that both the client server (CS) architecture and the P2P
architecture are used in the network model utilization. CS is
responsible for oximeter reading and transmitting to the fog
layer and receiving the alerts accordingly. P2P main functions
in the consortium blockchain. We show the network model in
Fig. 2.

To generalize the concept, we assume to have a network
of n nodes (mobile devices having oximeter readings). The
nodes transmit the data to CoVEn with the help of mobile

communication and WiFi, i.e., the IoT infrastructure is used
here. CoVEn works as an analysis engine, synonymous to the
part of a distributed server helping in the blockchain data stor-
age. The consortium blockchain shown in Fig. 2 is comprised
of health centers H1, H2, H3, H4 connected with each other
and forming a P2P network. In generalization, N number of
health centers are to be considered as peers. Therefore, the
total network size N is: N = n + N.

B. Preliminaries

As the framework is related with medical data and patients’
data privacy and security is important in such applications;
cryptographic approaches are also required to be ensured.
For all the cryptographic operations, we use the group con-
structs. Two groups G1 and G2 are considered to be the cyclic
groups of same order q. G1 is an additive group and G2 is
a multiplicative group. A bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → Ge

is used as a function. This function considers ∀u ∈ G1 and
∀v ∈ G2; a, b ∈ Z, such that [41]

e
(

ua, vb
)

= e(u, v)ab.

These mapping functions are also called as bilinear pair-
ings. Let, g1 and g2 be the group generators of G1 and G2,
respectively, the bilinear map is admissible if e(g1, g2) is able
to generate the elements of Ge and e is efficiently computable.
Such admissible mapping should also possess the property of
nondegeneracy and computability.

Nondegeneracy: A bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → Ge is
nondegenerate if it satisfies the conditions.

1) Ker(e) = {0}; e(u, v) = 0 ∀u ∈ G1 implies v = 0 and
vice versa.

2) dim G1 = dim G2.
Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to com-

pute e(g1, g2) for g1 ∈ G1 and g2 ∈ G2.

C. System Approach

CoVEn is basically a module working as the data aggregator
(DG) with some security provisions. It is also configured in a
way such that CoVEn must be connected with a key genera-
tor (KG), which is trusted and responsible for the generation
of keys and verifying other cryptographic operations. In this
section, we discuss the phases of the proposed system’s func-
tionalities. CoVEn’s logical architecture is shown in Fig. 3. It
shows that the data from devices come to the DG in a sign-
crypted format; DG verifies the authenticity of the message,
unsigncrypts it, and processes it for the probabilistic classifi-
cation. It also calculates the severity and generates the alerts
to the users’ devices.

1) Registration and Key Generation: The data of oxime-
ters are passed on to the mobile devices and then sent to the
CoVEn. Therefore, keeping in mind the security dynamics of
mobile devices, the framework needs to utilize some cryp-
tographic authentication services. For this purpose, we have
used the bilinear pairings-based signcryption–unsigncryption
for transferring the data from users to CoVEn. The process
starts with a registration phase. In this phase, mobile devices
send the integrated circuit metrics (ICMetrics) data to the
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Fig. 2. Network model for the proposed architecture.

Fig. 3. CoVEn components.

CoVEn for generating the keys [42]. It uses system-level char-
acteristics to provide identification of the devices. We then
map the ICMetrics to provide a pseudo-identity to the devices
and the mapping can be stored separately by the network
operator(s). We assume here that the framework already has
obtained the ICMetric data from the operator and then pro-
ceeds accordingly. These ICMetrics data are the initialization
point in the registration phase. Receiving these data, KG com-
putes hash of it. PHOTON-256 hash (PH) is used here [43].
This hash algorithm provides the benefits of lightweight and
less complexity. KG generates the private-public key pair
(Ku+, Ku−) for the respective user (device willing for regis-
tration). KG inputs a random point on an elliptic curve E over
a finite field Zq with an order p = qk, where q is a random
prime number and k, a, and b are the integer elements such
that: y2 = x3 + ax + b, (a, b) < q.

It then computes a master secret key (msk) and system
parameters (param). These parameters further help the device
in the signcryption process. Once this registration is completed
and system parameters are set up, the hashed ICMetrics and
timestamp t are processed along with the msk and param.
The timestamp is of 64 bits. Timestamp helps for preventing
stale or revocation of the keys. δt is used for synchronizing
the system time error. The given ICMetrics identity (ICM) of
the device is hashed with PHOTON-256 to output ID(ui) as:
ID(ui) = PH(ICM)256

{0,1}. Using this hashed identity, KG’s msk,
and master public key, device-based key pairs are calculated

Algorithm 1 Registration and Key Generation

1: Input:y2 = x3 + ax + b
2: Output: (Ku+, Ku−)

3: Obtain a cyclic additive group G1 from Zq of prime q
order with generator g1

4: Obtain the non-zero elements of Zq to generate the cyclic
multiplicative group G2. The order of this group should
be q and generator is g2.

5: e:G1 × G1 → G2
6: Select a random number r ∈ Z

∗
q → msk, G1 ⊆ Z

∗
q

7: Master public key (mpk) = r.g1.g2
8: KG public key (K(v+) = mpk.g1.g2
9: Initialize the hash function PH

10: Publish param:{G1, G2, e, g1, g2, Kv+}
11: Compute IDui = {PH(ICM)}256

{0,1}
12: Ku− = (msk.IDui ||(t + δt)
13: Ku+ = (mpk.IDui ‖ (t + δt)
14: Return Ku+, Ku−

and sent to the users through a preassumed secure channel.
The overall process is summarized in Algorithm 1.

2) Oximeter Signcrypted Transmission: Once the oxime-
ter readings are obtained from the patients, either the smart
healthcare network or the manual accounting through mobile
devices is done. The mobile device (user) sends the reading
data in a signcrypted way. These reading data contain the age,
sex, address, location area (mobile device), and oxygen satu-
ration measurements osm. In generalization, these data can be
represented as a message M of variable size, which is given as

M = {age, sex, address, locationarea, osm}.
Therefore, it means that the mobile device sends the sign-
crypted message over the transmission medium of the IoT
framework. The reasons for using signcryption include to
reducing network overhead, less complexity, and less time
consuming, which are the inherent advantages of signcryption
methods over generic confidentiality-authentication schemes.
The keys generated in the registration phase are used for this
signcryption. A registered mobile device or user ui executes a
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Algorithm 2 Signcryption for Data Request
1: Input:param,M i, Ku−, Kv+
2: Output: M
3: Choose two random numbers r1, r2 ∈ Z

∗
q

4: Compute Yi = r1.Kv+
5: Compute Si = r−1

2 (Ku− + g1.g2)

6: Compute C i = E(M i||r2)(K(v+))

7: Compute Hi = PH(C i, Yi, Si)

8: Compute Wi = r2(r1 + Hi)modp
9: Return Ci:C i, Yi, Si, Wi

Algorithm 3 Unsigncryption by DG
1: Input: C i

2: Output: M i

3: Compute Dec(C ′
i)Kv−

4: Compute r′
2

5: Compute r′
1 = Y−1.Kv+

6: Compute H′
i = PH(C ′

i, Y ′
i , S′

i)

7: Compute W ′
i = r′

2(r
′
1 + H′

i)modp
8: If W ′

i = Wi , then accept M′
i as Mi else abort

signcryption process. The signcryption process inputs param,
message M , private key Ku−, and KG’s public key Kv+. The
process outputs a signcrypted message C . This message is
then transmitted along with the IDui . The process is shown
in Algorithm 2. Here, E() represents Hummingbird encryp-
tion function, which enhances the complexity reduction and
provides standard security [44].

3) CoVEn Unsigncryption: DG receives the signcrypted
messages Ci and unsigncrypts them. After unsigncryption, it
sends the data for analysis with the probabilistic classification
phase. The unsigncrypted data are sent further by DG only if
they are found secure, else the received Ci is aborted. To verify
the security parameters, DG takes the help of KG for security
service verification. As signcryption–unsigncryption is used
here, the framework ensures the security services of confi-
dentiality, integrity, digital signature, and nonrepudiation and
privacy in addition. DG accumulates all signcrypted messages
Ci with corresponding IDui so that the consecutive readings of
a user can be correlated and processed for probabilistic clas-
sification. Consider that DG has received a version of Ci as
C′

i : C ′
i, Y ′

i , S′
i, W ′

i . DG decrypts C ′
i using its preconfigured pri-

vate key Kv−. It then obtains (M′
i||r′

2). It computes r′
1. Then,

the hash value of C ′
i, Y ′

i , and S′
i is calculated using PHOTON-

256. This hashed output is then used for the calculation of W ′
i

and is compared to Wi. If the matching result is true, M ′
i is

accepted. The process is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Once CoVEn receives the measurements of oximeters in

M ′
i, it maps the data with IDui and stores in the database. The

decreasing oxygen saturation level is having the pivot role in
the presented solution. However, the decreasing oxygen satu-
ration level needs to be monitored multiple time. Therefore,
CoVEn stores the values of oxygen saturation corresponding
to IDui . Whenever a message is unsigncrypted, DG searches
IDui in the database, if found, then it appends the values in a
time-based function; else, it adds the new IDui and maps the

Fig. 4. Data aggregation process.

saturation value for further processing. Fig. 4 shows this data
aggregation process in CoVEn.

4) Probabilistic Analysis: The data stored by the DG are
processed for probabilistic classification. The probabilistic
classifier is used to predict for a given input of observation
sets and a probability distribution over a set of classes. As a
categorization of this classifier, the presented framework uses
binary classification [45]. Binary classification is used to clas-
sify the elements of a given set into two groups; hence, the
name is “binary.” It predicts the belongingness of the elements
in a group on the basis of a classification rule [46]. In the
literature, we observe that binary classification is already in
use for COVID-19 detection [31]; however, medical images
(chest X-rays) are used for this. Therefore, it is a novelty of
the presented framework that analyzes the probability based
on oxygen saturation using an IoT framework.

Binary classification using the Probit Model [47] is advan-
tageous in the presented framework as it uses two classes:
1) suspicious and 2) nonsuspicious. These two classes are con-
sidered to be the elements of a response Y . This model also
uses a vector of regressors X which are assumed to influence
the outcome Y . The relationship between X and Y is given as

P(Y = 1|X) = ϕ
(
XTβ

)

where P is the probability, ϕ is the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution, and β is
calculated by maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). Consider
the system works on a data set {xi, yi}n

i=1, where xi is an
oximeter data and yi is the classification response. For the
single oximeter reading observation, conditional probability
on the vector of inputs of that observation, CoVEn calculates
the following:

P(yi = 1|xi) = ϕ
(
xT

i β
)
, and

P(yi = 0|xi) = 1 − ϕ
(
xT

i β
)

where xi is calculated as k×1 vector, i.e., oximeter readings for
a single user and β is calculated as the vector of coefficients.
Following this, the likelihood is estimated for a single user
observation as

L (β; xi, yi) = ϕ
(
xT

i β
)(yi)[1 − ϕ

(
xT

i β
)](1−yi)

.
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Algorithm 4 Probabilistic Classification
1: Input: xi

2: Output: P(yi)

3: Initialize threshold of saturation th
4: Initialize binary class: suspicious=1, non-suspicious=0
5: If (osm < th)

6: P(yi) = 1
7: Else
8: {
9: For (m successive osm)

10: If (xi > x(i + 1))

11: Compute lnL (β; xi, yi)

12: Severity alert ( )
13: Return P(yi)

14: }

Since the observations are independent and identically dis-
tributed, the likelihood of the entire sample (n users), or the
joint likelihood is calculated as the product of the likelihoods
of the single observations as

L(β; xi, yi) = �n
(i=1)ϕ

(
xT

i β
)(yi)[1 − ϕ

(
xT

i β
)](1−yi)

.

Following the joint likelihood, the joint log-likelihood function
is calculated for all the observations as:

lnL (β; xi, yi) =
n∑

(i=1)

yiln
(
ϕ
(
xT

i β
) + (1 − yi)ln

(
1 − ϕ

(
xT

i β
))

.

The estimator β̂ maximizes the function if E[XXT ] is nonsin-
gular. This log-likelihood function is globally concave in β

and converges fast to the unique maximum. β̂ is given by the
following.

√
n
(
β̂, β

)
→ N

(
0,�(−1)

)
where

� = E
[(

�2
(
XTβ

))]
(
ϕ
(
XTβ

)(
1 − ϕ

(
XTβ

))
XXT

and

�̂ = 1

n

n∑
(i=1)

(
�2

(
x(

i T)β̂
))

(
ϕ
(

XT β̂
)(

1 − ϕ
(

XT β̂
)))xix

(T)
i .

� = ϕT denotes the probability distribution function of the
standard normal distribution.

Note that this probabilistic classification is applicable for
a span of multiple readings for each user, if any user’s read-
ing is found less than the oxygen saturation threshold th, the
probability can be fixed as 1 and severity can be calculated
accordingly. In the present experimentation process, 95% oxy-
gen saturation is considered as th. The summarization of this
phase is shown in Algorithm 4.

5) Severity Detection and Alerting: The above phase clas-
sifies the user readings as suspicious or nonsuspicious for
COVID-19 infection. Along with this classification, the present
solution also uses severity detection depending upon how rapid
decrease of oxygen saturation needs medical help; thus, to gen-
erate an alarm to the user to visit near by medical center. The
severity is alarmed to the users in either of the three levels:

Algorithm 5 Severity Alert ()
1: Input: osmi

2: Output: alert
3: If (osm1 < th)

4: alert = high
5: Else
6: {
7: for i=1 to m
8: {
9: Calculate δi = osmi − osm(i+1)

10: If ( δi is in decreasing mode)
11: alert = high
12: Else
13: alert = low
14: Return alert

1) low; 2) mild; and 3) high. We use the Severity alert ( ) with
the following conditions as shown in Algorithm 5 to generate
the alarm back to the users. Note that this is a user-specific
calculation.

The alerts are then responded back to the user by CoVEn
using the application alerts. These responses also use the same
IoT infrastructure for obtaining the alert responses.

6) Data Block Generation: Once the CoVEn calculates
classification probability and severity alert, the same data are
also transmitted in the blockchain. To create the blockchain,
the DG bundles the transactions of messages (oximeter mes-
sages and alerts) in a single block. Being the consortium
blockchain, the proof of blockchain member authenticity is
not important. However, some special issues like compromised
peers or 51% handling problem can be researched as future
work on this present framework. The use of the blockchain in
the present solution is having the objectives such that using
the severity and classification results, the medical help can be
properly provided to the required patients of COVID suspects.
Along with this, every stakeholder involved in the process; for
example, medical officers, medicine suppliers, and resource
managers can also be beneficial using the information of the
this blockchain. Moreover, an overall monitoring process by
the government can be issued. The block generation is shown
in Fig. 5. Blocks Bi are generated periodically by the CoVEn

7) Consensus and Chaining of Blocks: Reputation-based
Byzantine fault tolerant (RBFT) is used in the framework as it
is suitable for a consortium network. It provides the required
benefits of decentralization, transaction finality, security and
reliability, increased throughput, and reduced delay [48]. In
the presented framework, a customization of RBFT is exe-
cuted to reach the consensus decision. After the creation of the
block Bi , the validator broadcast it in the blockchain network.
The members of the blockchain validate the information of the
block individually and sign the header of the block initiated.
The signatures from the entities are working as votes. The
use of the consortium blockchain and this vote-based consen-
sus help in advantageous factors of low latency, high speed
and prevention of 51% attacks. For signature, lightweight
identity-based signature is used [49]. However, any other sig-
nature schemes can also be used here. Algorithm 6 shows
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Fig. 5. Single block generation by CoVEn.

Fig. 6. Customized RBFT in the system.

the consensus approach. We assume N number of members
in the consortium and μ unique signatures to be executed
on the block Bi for the block to be verified. Here, verifica-
tion only needs to be checked for the integrity of the block
information and data availability in distributed orientation.
RBFT functioning is shown in Fig. 6.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The presented framework has been experimented with
system configuration and specifications as shown in Table I.
It classifies the specifications in two parts: 1) prerequisite for
hyperledger fabric and 2) framework specification for hard-
ware. Reputation-based Byzantine Fault Tolerance is coded
in C++ and integrated with the Python framework. The
blockchain feasibility in COVID-19 prediction with oxygen
saturation is a novel exploration in the direction of disease
detection and therefore, direct comparative study is insignif-
icant. The experimental specifications, performance metrics,
and results are discussed in the following sections.

A. Experimental Environment

The technical specification maintained for executing the
Hyperledger Fabric is shown in Table I as experimental param-
eters and specifications. The implementation of hyperledger
fabric is followed from the guide [50]. Hyperledger caliper is

Algorithm 6 Customized RBFT and Block Chaining
1: Input: Bi

2: Output: Consensus decision
3: CoVEn: Broadcast Bi

4: Verify the transactions and write into local transaction
pool

5: for (member=i to N)
6: { calculate Sig(Bi:header);
7: j + +;}
8: If (j ≥ μ)

9: {
10: NTP server invoke
11: Compute timestamp and hash
12: Consensus = true
13: Update the blockchain
14: }
15: Else
16: Wait for next time period T
17: Return consensus

also installed and implemented as per the solution requirement
to monitor the system performance [51].

B. Evaluation Metrics

As per the Caliper framework of the benchmark test, latency
and throughput are measured for the present system. Besides,
the detection percentage and severity accuracy are also eval-
uated based on 100 probable candidates as samples. The
candidates are aged from 25 to 55 years.

Latency: The time between a submission of a request and
the receipt of a response. The blockchain-based latency is
measured as

Blockchain Latency = (Confirmation time @ decision
threshold) − submit time.

Latency is also measured from the networks perspectives. It
is measured as

Network Latency = Alert receiving time − submit time
of oximeter readings.
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TABLE I
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATION

Throughput: It measures the flow rate of all the block trans-
actions through the system in transactions per second (tps),
during a cycle T . It is measured as

Blockchain Throughput = Total committed transactions/

total time in seconds

#committed nodes.

Detection Accuracy: As the sample size is 100 in the experi-
mented solution, detection accuracy is the ratio of total number
of candidates detected accurately for COVID-19 suspects. We
also follow up from those candidates and have validated the
results.

Severity Accuracy: If a candidate is detected to be positive
for COVID-19, the severity is also validated. It is measured as

Severity accuracy = (suspects of a severity class)/

(Number of samples of suspects).

We consider three severity classes, the validation is measured
for all the three classes: 1) low; 2) mild; and 3) high.

Cost measurement: The cost measurement is also impor-
tant for a system. Two types of costs are measured for the
presented framework: 1) computational cost and 2) transac-
tion cost. Computational cost refers to the complexity of the
computation for generating the blocks. Transaction cost refers
to the complexity of communicating the blocks in the network
and its successful commitment.

C. Results and Discussion

First, the blockchain latency metrics are measured in max-
imum, minimum, and average. Maximum and minimum are
calculated for all the peers and all the blocks for a time period
T and the average of all maximum and the average of all the
minimum are calculated. The results are also compared to the
increasing number of peers and shown in Table II.

Table III shows that the maximum latency increases with the
number of peers with an average increasing factor of +1.53.
The minimum latency also increases with the average increas-
ing factor of +1.30. The use of signcryption and lightweight
cryptographic processes induces these latency values, which

Fig. 7. Latency with the increasing number of users.

is stable and can be used significantly in blockchain appli-
cations in the IoT paradigm. Furthermore, network latency is
also measured by increasing the number of users from 5 to
100. The result is shown in Fig. 7. It infers that the latency
in the presented solution is linearly dependent on the number
of users as the blockchain processes and its internal calcula-
tions are not generating any overhead. Besides, it also infers
the linear stability of the system and avoids drastic fluctuation
of jitter. Thus, it becomes suitable for network applications.
The statistical relationship between network latency and the
number of users can be generalized as

Network latency = δ + Oδ(logn).

where δ is the initialized latency factor and n is the number
of users.

Next, the observation is made on throughput. It is measured
in two ways. First, with the increasing number of peers, the
send rate varies; however, the average send rate is listed in
Table III. The outputs measure throughput at successful com-
mits of the blocks in the network. It shows that the average
throughput for the proposed solution increases; however, the
overall stability is observed with an approximated factor of
0.8 of the send rates. Here, throughput is measured for all the
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TABLE II
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRANSACTIONAL LATENCY

TABLE III
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENT

Fig. 8. Throughput with the increasing number of users.

TABLE IV
COST MEASUREMENT

peers and then average values are shown. Second, the overall
solution’s throughput stability is measured with the increas-
ing number of blocks and shown in Fig. 8. It shows that the
system is having no overhead with the increasing number of
users. Thus, this less complex signcryption computation with
lightweight functional modules helps in reduction of overhead
and it gets an approximately stable output form. Hence, it is
suitable for IoT and Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) too.

Finally, we measure the cost of the solution. The comparison
of the complexities is shown in Table IV. It shows computa-
tional cost and transaction cost. Computational cost consists of
the cryptographic computation including key generation, sign-
cryption, unsigncryption, hashing and signature. Transactional
cost consists of the key transmission, signcrypted message
transmission and cost of consensus.

The detection accuracy and severity accuracy are shown in
Table V. It shows that detection accuracy is stable with the
increasing number of users; however, the severity accuracy is
less in the system. This can be extended as a future research
problem to optimize this factor.

TABLE V
ACCURACY MEASUREMENT

The above discussion on the solution provides the following
advantages.

1) The solution is a novel exposure in the direction of
COVID-19 research.

2) The blockchain-based solution can provide a transpar-
ent decision making for the locationwise stakeholders
related to medical assistance

3) As COVID-19 is spreading fast, the solution can provide
an associative detection measure along with cough, cold,
and fever symptoms.

4) The probabilistic alerts can help the patient candidates
aware and to take necessary medical help.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have shown a probabilistic model with
oxygen saturation measurements based on the IoT framework
and blockchain implications. The solution is novel in its kind
as no other research in present has considered the oxygen
saturation with the IoT framework for COVID-19 detection.
Oximeter readings are aggregated and probabilistic classifi-
cation is executed to obtain a certain alert. It also provides
a severity calculation to check the seriousness. As an inter-
modular operation, the humming bird algorithm and photon
hash are used to make the solution less computationally com-
plex. The network-based parameters were evaluated and have
been found satisfactory for IoT-based healthcare. However, the
adaptability has not been experimented yet. The false-positive
cases can be improved further and kept as a future scope of
study.
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